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Soviet music legend Viktor Tsoi would have turned 52 this year.

Editor's note: This archive article was first published on June 25, 1999.

Before his appearance on stage in the late '80s, the Russian music world had never seen as
mysterious a figure as Viktor Tsoi.

A legend in his lifetime, Tsoi would have turned 39 on June 21 but for his premature
and mysterious death in a car crash on a Latvian highway in 1990. Even though this is not
a kruglaya data, or round date, it is an opportunity for me to recall the singer, a man who
changed my life and those of hundreds of thousands of people in the former Soviet Union.

Korean by blood, Tsoi was born to an engineer and a physical education teacher in Leningrad.
He trained as a craftsman in a local school, but turned into a self-made musician, playing rock
and punk with a group of his mates. A friend of many famous music personalities, such as
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Boris Grebenshchikov, he achieved national fame as the leader of his own band, Kino.

With his trademark crossed arms and black outfits, and the cat-style movements of an
Oriental warrior, Tsoi became my first and, maybe, last music idol.

I first heard his songs in Bulgaria. His lyrics were simple, but they contained the existential
philosophy of an outsider: "If you have a cigarette pack in your pocket, that means a pack
in your pocket, that means nothing is bad today."
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When he died, it was the first time I ever saw Russian police officers weep. Music critics
started analyzing his mostly pessimistic songs, trying to find a hidden sense or a message. But
they were wrong. Tsoi had nothing to hide from them. One of his most famous songs,
"Changes, we are waiting for changes," became a national hit in the late '80s. But, according
to Tsoi, there was no profound statement hidden here. By the word "changes," or peremeni
in Russian, all he meant were the shkolniye peremeni, or school vacations.

This wasn't a pose. Tsoi was never associated with politics or consumer culture. According
to his friend, the rock musician Konstantin Kinchev, "he passed away like a fresh apple."
Later I understood what he meant by this. If my idol were alive today, it would make me sick if
they had him advertising chewing gum or sitting in the State Duma.

A symbol of his generation, Tsoi predicted his early death long before it happened. In his first
and last cinema role in "Igla," or "The Needle," he plays a man who comes to his native city
to save his ex-girlfriend from a drug addiction. At the end of the film, he dies, knifed on his
way home.

For more coverage of Viktor Tsoi, search the Moscow Times archive.
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